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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two mechanisms are available to secure NTP? (Choose two.)
A. TACACS-based authentication
B. Encrypted authentication
C. IP prefix list-based
D. IP access list-based
E. IPsec
Answer: B,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
M1221-V is a package machine that recognizes license plates
A. No
B. is
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 3
A customer wants to use hard partitioning with Oracle VM to restrict the number of cores that
can be used by a virtual machine to four cores.
Which method will best accomplish that goal?
A. Use the xm vcpu-pin command on the domain once it is up and running, using 4 for the CPUs
parameter.
B. Use the xm vcpu-set command before the domain is up and running, using 4 for the CPUs
parameter.
C. Modify the vcpus line in vm.cfg to read: vcpus=4.
D. In Oracle VM Manager, set the maximum number of CPUs to 4.

E. Modify the cpus line in vm.cfg to set the cpus to 0-3.
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 4
DRAG DROP
Drag and drop each statement about EtherChannel protocols on the left to the matching
EtherChannel protocol on the right.
Answer:
Explanation:
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